
The size-inclusive digital community 

you've been waiting for.
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https://www.instagram.com/thepowerofplus.co/
https://twitter.com/powerofplus_co
https://www.powerofplus.co/


Created by us. For us. With love. 

 

The Power of Plus is a size-inclusive community tasked with promoting

respect, love, and style for every BODY. We aim to create a safe space

grounded in engaging, forward-thinking conversations around the

topics of fashion, body positivity, fat politics, and acceptance. As the

fight for true, authentic inclusivity advances, it is vital that we create a

platform where we may openly broach sensitive and sometimes difficult

conversations. 

 

The Power of Plus serves to be that launchpad. 

 

We are committed to amplifying and including voices from marginalized

communities in everything we do, uplifting those who are too often

erased from the mainstream media. Diversity and inclusion are the core

principles of our platform, and we will constantly prioritize them.

 

From our social media presence to bi-monthly virtual panels and

exclusive events, our goal is singular: To promote acceptance in a way

that has never been done before.  

 

Thank you for joining us on this journey. Together we can, and together

we will. 

In addition to our online

community, Gianluca's book titled

The Power of Plus will be out in

2022 from Chicago Review

Press. The book will feature

original interviews with leading

trailblazers within the plus-size

fashion space, telling the stories

of how they built this community

and market over the past three

decades.

Our Mission

Coming Soon!



Who We Are

Gianluca Russo is a fashion and

culture writer who has been

published in GQ, Glamour, InStyle,

Teen Vogue, and more. His monthly

NYLON column titled “Plus Us”

explores the many ways the plus-

size community is discriminated

against in our society today.

Gianluca's features discussing

topics like size inclusivity and body

positivity have sparked many

conversations within the plus-size

community and have received

attention on a national level. 

Shammara Lawrence is a New

York-based multimedia writer and

public speaker specializing in

beauty, plus-size fashion, body

positivity, and social justice. A

skilled storyteller and interviewer,

her work has been published in

Teen Vogue, Allure, MTV News,

Refinery29, and more. Beyond

Shammara’s editorial work, she’s

collaborated with fashion and

beauty brands such as Swarovski,

Sol de Janeiro and Youth to the

People.

Our work has appeared in:

among other publications.
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As of July 2, 2021, according to www.inbeat.co,

our engagement rate currently sits at 16.70%.

The Numbers:

13,100 330 417

As featured in:
Age Breakdown: Gender:

@thepowerofplus.co @powerofplus_co Via Mailchimp



Services
Virtual Panels

How Black Women are Fighting the Racial Divide in Plus-Size Fashion

The Rise and Relatability of Body Neutrality

The Push for Fashion's Size-Inclusive Future

Bridging the Gap on the Size Spectrum

Fighting Colorism and Anti-Blackness Within Fashion

Our panels bring together leading advocates in the space to discuss important points of

conversation around inclusivity and diversity. Prior panels include:

 

Consulting Services

Extended sizing

Diversity and inclusion initiatives

Fashion and beauty campaigns

Social justice motives

Similar areas of importance. 

With a decade of experience combined in this space, we have a deep knowledge and connection

to the plus-size community. Whether you’re a fashion brand looking to expand sizes, a designer

hoping to learn more about curvy bodies, or an organization hoping to widen your diversity

initiatives to include body positive voices, we are here to support you in this. Topics we are

available and excited to consult on: 

 

Brand Spotlights

An entire day dedicated to amplifying your mission. 

An Instagram Live conversation with a representative from your brand.

A newsletter feature that digs deep into your brand’s ethos and mission. 

Social media posts promoting your brand’s top products and offerings. 

We are intent on highlighting brands that are pushing to normalize size-inclusivity. Through our

Brand Spotlight series, we are able to introduce our engaged audiences to brands that might not

yet be on their radar, but that they need to know. Our Brand Spotlight format includes:

 

Additional Plans:

A virtual networking event

connecting young hopefuls with

industry leaders.

A podcast addressing the topics

that matter most to our community.

Resource guides for body positive

mental health practitioners, legal

weight discrimination advocates,

etc.



Thank you for taking the time to learn more about

The Power of Plus! We'd love to work with you as

we continue to quickly grow and expand our

community. 

 

To contact us, please shoot us an email at

thepowerofplus.co@gmail.com.

 

To learn more, visit www.powerofplus.co, and

connect with us on Instagram at

@thepowerofplus.co.

 

Contact




